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ABOUT US 
Sit down and get comfortable. While sitting may 

come naturally, you’re not always guaranteed it 

will be comfortable. Even when you do find a chair 

that’s comfy, you won’t feel that way if the selection, 

purchasing, delivery, or customer service was a pain.

At 9to5 Seating, we are 100% focused on seating 

and take a 360-degree look at every aspect of the 

process to ensure you’re always at ease. While other 

manufacturers invest in diversifying their offerings, 

we are completely invested in making the most 

personal piece of furniture—seating—align with all 

your needs.
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From task to lounge, we are designing and delivering 

beautiful, resilient, dependable chairs that are 

backed by one of the best warranties in the industry. 

So, go ahead, sit back, relax, and stay comfortable 

with 9to5 seating.

HEALTHCARE-FRIENDLY SEATING 
From single guest seats to lounge collections, 

discover a wide selection of healthcare appropriate 

seating and tables for lobbies, exam rooms, 

meetings rooms and beyond. All our seating is 

durable enough to withstand the demands of heavy 

traffic, and many of our models feature a clean-out 

space for easy maintenance.
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lobby
Our Sophie collection offers flexible configurations, 
durable construction and easy maintenance, making 
it ideal for high traffic waiting areas. With its elegant 
style, multiple sizes and various bases, the Lilly 
collection gives you the control to design a space 
that works best for individuals or groups.     
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lilly lounge sophie lounge sophie tablesophie double seat with 
table top
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waiting areas
A slim profile frame with guest and bariatric 
seating makes Shuttle perfect for waiting rooms 
and reception areas. Need a larger scale chair? 
Our generously sized Link chair features plastic, 
upholstered, and mesh backs. 

w
aiting

 areas

cavo bariatric linkcavo cavocavo stool
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admissions
Around-the-clock activity calls for task and guest 
seating that is built to withstand heavy usage. 
Link guest and Strata task chairs meet this criteria 
and more, making them a perfect choice for the 
admissions area.
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strata stool link
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exam rooms
Designed for easy ingress and egress, our Sophie 
hip chairs feature an angled wall-saver frame that 
prevents damage to both the chairs and any walls. 
Our Bella collection meets the needs of any exam 
room with a broad choice of guest, task and task 
stool models.

exam
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sophie single sophie hip bella 4-leg bella light task
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exam rooms labs

lab
s

HÅG Caspisco stoolHÅG Caspisco HÅG Caspisco Puls 
stool

HÅG Caspisco Puls
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nurses stations
When you’re busy all day and all night, you need 
task and side chairs that are durable and loaded 
with options.

nurses statio
n

theory core
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training spaces
Whether you’re setting up for a meeting or a training 
session, today’s healthcare facilities call for high 
design seating solutions that are mobile and easy-
to-store, depending on your task at hand. 
 

omnia stool zoom 4-leg kip sled

training
 sp

aces
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meeting rooms
More and more, meeting rooms are being utilized  
by multiple users for a variety of functions which 
require seating to be versatile and intuitive.

mila 5-star cydia 5-star jax lounge
mid-back

jax lounge
mid-back

lilly side
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meeting rooms

diddy acclaim
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administrative offices
To maximize productivity, our task and side chairs 
offer ergonomic adjustability, all-day comfort and 
thousands of mesh and fabric choices. 
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HÅG capiscoluna task luna side
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administrative offices
To maximize productivity, our task and side chairs 
offer ergonomic adjustability, all-day comfort and 
thousands of mesh and fabric choices. 

HÅG capiscoluna task luna side
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dining areas
Kelley and Vox offer a variety of bold plastic colors,  
stackability and easy to clean surfaces – a perfect 
combination of features for cafeterias, breakrooms 
and common areas.  

d
ining

 areas

kelley kelley stool vox stool kip stoolvox stoollilly side lounge vox kip



link agent stool theory stool stata stool
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sophie single sophie double

sophie tables

sophie triple

lilly lounge 
4-leg

lilly lounge wire lilly lounge 
wood leg

lilly side swivellilly lounge swivel

cavo bariatric cavo 

bella 4-leg bella w/ casters bella task

sophie single sophie bariatric

shuttle plastic

håg capisco håg capisco 
with foot stool

håg capisco 
backless stool

statement of line
lobby

waiting areas

admissions

exam rooms

link

shuttle bariatric shuttle



håg capisco puls 
with seat pad

håg capisco puls 
with seat cover
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jax high-back jax mid-back wire jax side 5-star

cydia mesh mila mesh mila upholstered

acclaim cosmo diddy

bella nester
upholstered seat

bella nester
all plastic

bella nester
armless

zoom nesterzoom task omnia task
omnia stool

vault logic plus core clary upholsteredtheory

nurses stations

training rooms

labs

meeting rooms

håg capisco puls  
backless stool

kip sled kip stool



luna side clary upholstered clary mesh back lilly lounge 
swivel

lilly stool

kelley stool kelley

vox
fully upholstered

dash dash
upholstered seat

vox vox stool
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luna task neo lite neo

sol mesh back sol upholstered

training rooms

HÅG capisco stoolHÅG capisco

dining areas
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performance fabrics

easy maintenance

healthier hospitals 
Many 9to5 Seating chair models meet the Healthier Hospitals Safer  
Chemicals Challenge for Healthy Interiors Version 2.0 when conforming to  
the following configuration guidelines:

 •  Chair models must be manufactured utilizing any of the Heathier   
    Hospitals compliant textiles.

 •  Products must not be ordered with CAL 133 option.

 •  Products must not be upholstered in any form of vinyl materials 
     or use stain or water repellent treatments that contain PFC not   
    meeting HH safer chemicals challenge version 2.0.   

GREENGUARD gold certified
All our products meet GREENGUARD Gold certification which tests for 
emission levels for environments like schools and healthcare facilities.*

BIFMA LEVEL certification 
HÅG Capisco and HÅG Capisco Puls are LEVEL 3 certified. All other 9to5 
Seating products are LEVEL 2 certified. 

high-performance textiles
9to5 Seating carries a full selection of textiles that are uniquely suited for 
high-traffic areas to keep mold, mildew and bacteria under control.

*These chemicals include any of the 800+ chemicals that the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment (COEHHA) lists as a carcinogen or are a reproductive toxicant – including many common, everyday 
elements found in businesses of all kinds and sizes.

innovative design
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